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Projects
▪ KnowYourCML app (already introduced by Sarunas)
▪
▪

New Website
▪

▪

Due to launch in early 2022, a new website for CML Advocates Network

CML Documentary
▪

▪

In 2022 an update to the app will include a Pregnancy/Fertility study in partnership with Dr.
Elisabetta Abruzzese (an expert on the topic)

In line with our strategic objectives to articulate the voice of CML patient advocates from
different parts of the world and highlight that CML is not a done deal nor is it a “lucky
cancer” as it is often described to patients at diagnosis

Transfer of CML Life from Incyte to CML Advocates Network
▪

CML Life is a CML support resource direct to CML patients (in 5 languages)

RUNNING TIME: (80 min Theatrical + 52 min Broadcast )

Synopsis
In an intimate portrait of four CML patients from around the globe, the film details an
emotional journey towards the most elemental of things: the preservation of life. Even
though CML can now be effectively managed, the patient community is determined
to fight until there is a cure. Along the way the protagonists will learn that friendship,
solidarity and love are just as much a part of the cure as any medical treatment.
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Projects
▪ CML Academy
▪
▪

ELN Digital Interactive version
▪

▪

Following on from the patient-friendly guidelines in 21 language we will launch a digital
version in 3 modules to help walk advocates through the guidelines (in English)

Regional projects
▪

▪

In 2022 CML AN will launch a comprehensive blended learning training program for patient
advocates

Delivery of projects from Africa region as presented previously + Project in Nepal

TFR Resource Centre
▪

Publish Patient-Friendly TFR guide + Video testimonials
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CML Academy Overview
▪ Project Components
▪

E-Learning Platform (Launch mid/late 2022): Starting and Building an international NonProfit Patient Group focused on “beginners” in patient advocacy, and the Horizons eLearning platform on Patient Advocacy on experienced patient advocacy leaders.

▪

Webinar trainings (Starting in December 2021) of these training programs will be held
from December 2021 to May 2022 to continue to grow the knowledge and skills of leading
patient advocates from around the world in the areas of “Advocacy Tools & Skills”,
“Healthcare Systems, Policy and Access” as well as “Research and Data”.
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Projects
▪ Asciminib Working Group
▪
▪

Potentially CABs with all companies involved in CML but ONLY on a
strategic level
▪
▪
▪

▪

In 2022 an update to the app will include a Pregnancy/Fertility study in partnership with Dr.
Elisabetta Abruzzese (an expert on the topic)

Access in Low and Middle Income countries including but not limited to partnership with
Max Access Solutions
CABs that can meaningfully give input into clinical development which could reduce toxicity
for patients
Broader CABs sharing the experience of CML CAB with other indications

CML Advocates Network “Cure Roadmap”
▪

Bring together CMLAN activities involved in actions towards a dialogue around cure,
including CML CAB with Academic community, involvement in projects like HARMONY+
using big data in CML as well as other relevant activity
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Introduction

The Roadmap

Resources and further info

Why a Roadmap?

Pursuing a Cure in CML

About the Roadmap

Developing the Roadmap

------------------------------------

More about creating the Roadmap

Who is the Roadmap for?

Six Strategic Steps:

- Process

From what-ifs to Action:

1. Assess readiness

- Participants

Implementing and using the Roadmap

2. Develop the landscape

Theory to Action:

3. Interview key opinion leaders/stakeholders

Implementing and using the Roadmap

4. Write the strategic plan (Roadmap)
5. Write the operating plan (Implementation)
6. Launch and continuously communicate (Advocate)

